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Step right up, folks. Here´s your internet success story. Here´s the cheap web host, ˆCheapie.

Cheapie? That´s only $4.95 a month that you can lose. Plus hundreds of hours and months and mo
GRQ? It´s a great idea. But ask ...
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Step right up, folks. Here´s your internet success story. Here´s the cheap web host, ˆCheapie.

Cheapie? That´s only $4.95 a month that you can lose. Plus hundreds of hours and months and mo

GRQ? It´s a great idea. But ask for a list of 100 or more verifiable success stories, preferab

So Guru must know something. ˆDivide your text by 8.63, add a factor of keywords equivalent to

How do I know? I´ve tried them all. I´ve spent more money on the internet shell game than I wo

Like you, I would like a really super easy, super cheap, super quick way of making my millions
Well, it just doesn´t happen like that.
Developing a successful web site business is a lot of work. You will need to

(1) Identify a profitable, interesting topic (It has to be interesting because you´re going to
(2) Line up 50-100 strong keywords;
(3) Write several dozen search-engine friendly pages;
And the real zinger:
(4) Promote it effectively.

Along the way you will need to analyze competitors´ sites, track down visual content, study ke
It´s just not ˆeasy˜. Anyone who tells you differently is lying.

But is IS exciting, rewarding and fun. There is an immense sense of satisfaction watching your

I don´t have an ˆallie-ka-zam˜ to make your website be successful, or even to appear. But I ha
Do you need to know what keywords your competitors use? It´s covered.
How about the back links to your site, or to your competitors´ sites? It´s covered.
How about finding free and inexpensive photos and graphics. It´s covered.

So are statistical sources, tools for searching across all major search engines at once, forei

Why do I offer this? Because your success is good for my business. When your business is succe
There´s room on the internet for all of us. May we all be hugely successful!
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